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Rowers' notes: 
  
1. Tamesis race regularly on a Sunday morning, and on Thursday evenings through the 
summer, and as such would appreciate it if they could be able to compete with as little 
disturbance as possible - in the same way that a rowing boat does not like to have a work 
piece or race interrupted. 
2, Tamesis do not race upstream of Steven's Ait unless the wind/stream conditions there are 
significantly better than downstream. 
3. Do not stop near any of the racing marks. (orange buoys with a flag on top) 
4. If a mark is located near the bank then ideally do not go between the buoy and the bank if 
there are sailing boats in the vicinity as this will not leave enough space for the sailing boats 
to get round. 
5. It would be helpful if rowers would not go downstream of Steven's Eyot while the Tamesis 
sailors are racing. It is noted that all KRC crews must go round Steven's Eyot in order to 
return to the club. 
6. At the start of a sailing race, a number of boats will be jockeying for position near the 
start line (outside the Tamesis club) ready to go. Rowers should avoid being in this vicinity 
when they see the sailors getting ready to start. 
7. A sailing boat will turn very quickly (especially when handled by an experienced sailor) 
and in the course of their races may intend to turn very close to a bank or a rowing boat in 
order to get the maximum advantage for their race. If the wind is being fickle there may be 
many such turns in a short space of time so a sailing boat's course can be very hard to 
predict. 
8. Sailing boats want to be where the wind is best, so may be 'on the wrong side' (from a 
rower's point of view) of the river. 
9. Sailing boats have numbers on their sails so if you have an issue with one then mark down 
the number if any contact is required between the clubs. 
10. Try and be reasonable and accommodating in all dealings between river users. The use 
of foul and abusive language is not acceptable whatever the circumstance. 
  
Sailors' notes: 
  
1. Rowing boats do not stop quickly at all - it takes two or more boat lengths to come to a 
complete stop if going at speed. 
2. Rowing boats have terrible manoeuvrability, particularly the longer ones (eights and 
fours). 
3. With beginners on board, a rowing boat's course may be unpredictable as if a rower on 
one side makes a mistake and gets his oar stuck the boat can slew round. 
4. Rowers face backwards and whilst they are instructed to keep a good look out, they may 
well not respond quickly to an approaching sailing boat, particularly if the sailing boat has 
changed course since they last looked round. Only the eight man boats and about half of the 
four man boats have a cox (steersman) on board who is facing forwards. Shout 'Look ahead' 
very loudly at a rower and he should look round. 



5. If the stream is fast, a rowing boat will struggle to hold station upstream of a sailing boat 
or buoy (if trying to wait for a sailing boat to pass in front of them), they will tend to be 
swept downstream. 
6. If a sailing race needs to go upstream of Steven's Eyot then ideally do not place the top 
marker buoy just upstream of KRC, as this is where rowers will be trying to cross over the 
river to get onto the Middlesex bank when travelling upstream. Better positions would be 
either very close to Steven's Eyot or anywhere between 300m upstream of KRC and the 
railway bridge. 
7.Unless wind/stream conditions are compelling, do not set the upstream mark too close to 
Steven's Eyot, to allow space for rowing boats to turn to go back upstream to KRC. 
8. Rowing boats have a registration number on both sides of their hulls so if you have an 
issue with one then mark down the number if any contact is required between the clubs. It 
will be a 3 letter and 3 number code - any Kingston RC boat will be 'KRC' and then a 3 digit 
number e.g. KRC 418. 
9. Try and be reasonable and accommodating in all dealings between river users. The use of 
foul and abusive language is not acceptable whatever the circumstance. 
With best wishes, 
Stewart 
 


